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1. ABSTRACT

A simple and sensitive electrochemical
immunosensor with impedance labelless detection and
novel data processing method was investigated.  One-step
polymerization was used to electrochemically deposit an
antibody impregnated polypyrrole film on a glassy carbon
electrode surface for the immunosensor. Impedance
measurements provided a labelless or reporterless method
to detect antibody (Ab)-antigen (Ag) interactions.
Dimensionless analysis was employed to successfully
process the measured impedance data.  Since the method
derived unit impedance change to eliminate or reduce the
variation of the bulk electronic properties of
Ab/polypyrrole films, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) was
significantly improved for high sensitivity and specificity.
Nonspecific binding effect was studied by array electrode

chips and was found out that the polypyrrole electrode
without antibody attachment had much stronger nonspecific
binding effect than the Ab/polypyrrole electrode;
incubation followed by thoroughly washing significantly
reduced the nonspecific interference.  10 pg/ml detection
limit and superior specificity were achieved by the
method, demonstrating a highly sensitive labelless
immunosensor in comparison with the detection limit of
ng -µg/ml for the reported polypyrrole based
immunosensors. The electrochemical immunosensors
presented in this paper, due to its simplicity, low cost,
high sensitivity and superior specificity, could be an
invaluable tool for clinical diagnostics and could have
potential applications in drug discovery, environmental
and food analysis.
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2. INTRODUCTION

Immunoassay has become a powerful analytical
technique since 1970s due to its capability of direct,
sensitive and specific detection in diagnostic applications
(1). Accordingly, electrochemical immunoassay has been
grown greatly and made significant advances (2-9) because
its measurements are simpler, less expensive, and even
more precise over optical detection methods.

Conductive polymers such as polyaniline,
polythiophene, polypyrrole in electrochemical sensors have
been extensively investigated (10-23).  Polypyrrole is one
of the conductive polymers mostly used in electrochemical
immunosensors (24-29) because of its superior
biocompatibility, simple synthesis, and easy
immobilization of various biological compounds.
Polypyrrole thin films can be electrochemically deposited
on different electrode substrates by cyclovoltammetric,
galvanostatic and potentiostatic methods (13, 28, 30-34).
Electrochemical detection of immunointeraction can be
conducted both with and without labeling. A frequently
used detection scheme is based on amperometric methods,
where proteins are labeled with enzymes to convert the
substrate into an electroactive product (35). Direct labelless
detection measures changes in capacitance and/or
resistance induced by Ab-Ag bindings on the electrode.
Conductivity could simply provide a measure of the ionic
concentration and mobility in a solution. However, the
measurements are difficult due to the variable ionic
background of clinical samples and the relatively small
conductivity changes observed in high ionic strength
solutions (36). Potentiometric method can offer a labelless
detection, in which the surface potential changes at an ion-
selective electrode are used to detect the ionic product of an
enzymatic immunoassay reaction.  Typically, potetiometry
is less sensitive and more slowly responsive than
amperometry, and is limited by fewer enzymatic reactions
that can be employed by the method (37). Capacitive
measurements have been used for the real-time and
labelless detection of Ab-Ag interactions. Generally, the
method is limited to detect relatively large molecules, and
requires more precision of capacitance measurements with
commercial instruments (38).  Impedance labelless
detection for DNA hybridization has been reported by Li
(39, 40) and Lee (41). Li and coworkers further reported
the impedance labelless detection of protein bindings in a
US patent (42). One challenge for a labeling method in
immunoassays is the requirement of the second antibody
for labeling. In some cases, the labeling method cannot be
used when the target protein molecule is too small to have an
additional epitope for the second antibody binding. Besides,
the labeling method is very time-consuming, labor-intensive,
and expensive. Thus, labelless or reporterless electrochemical
immunosensors become extremely attractive. The polypyrrole
immunosensors including the labelless methods reported so far
were not sensitive and demonstrated detection limits from
ng/ml to µg/ml range (11, 12). There remains a need to
develop less expensive, more sensitive and reproducible
polypyrrole based immunosensor, particularly the labelless
immunosensors for practical medical diagnostic
applications.

In this paper, we reported the advantages of a
new impedance labelless detection approach to monitor the
Ab-Ag bindings.  The method employed simple electrode
preparation and data analysis method to achieve high
sensitivity and good specificity. The method demonstrates
great potential applications in clinical diagnostics, drug
discovery, environmental control and food analysis.

3. METERIAL AND METHODS

3.1. Materials and solutions
 Pyrrole, Leptin, Anti-axidothymidine (AZT) and
streptavidin (SA) were purchased from Aldrich. The
received pyrrole was distilled and kept in refrigerator prior
to use. Unconjugated Rabbit anti-BAP (Bacterial Alkaline
Phosphatase) and rabbit anti-gp120 (unconjugated), the
outer envelope protein of HIV-I, were purchased from
Biodesign and Virostat, respectively. Fetal bovine serum
(FBS) was purchased from Fisher, USA. Different grades
of Gamma alumina powder were purchased from CH
Instruments, Inc, USA. The deionized water used in all
experiments was produced by a Millipore milli-Q water
purification system. All pipette tips were sterilized by
autoclaving for 2 hours. All other chemicals were of
analytical grades and obtained from common commercial
supplies.

3.2. Apparatus
EG&G PAR 273 potentiostat was used to

conduct cyclic voltammetry for activation of the glassy
carbon electrodes and electrochemical deposition of the
Ab/polypyrrole film on the electrode surface.  AC
impedance measurements were carried out with 1260
Impedance Gain-Phase Analyser/1287 Electrochemical
Interface system (Solartron Inc., Houston, Tex.).  A
Ag/AgCl, saturated KCl reference electrode was used. A
coiled platinum wire was used as the counter electrode. All
experiments were conducted at room temperature.

Glassy carbon electrodes (3 mm in diameter)
used in all experiments were purchased from CH
Instruments, USA.  Before use, the surface of the glassy
carbon electrode was polished with 0.3 micrometers
gamma alumina powder following by rinsing with
deionized water, and then polished with 0.005 micrometer
powder. After polishing, the electrodes were ultrasonically
cleaned for 5 min. in deionized water, and then soaked in
acetone for 5 min. following vigorously washing with
deionized water. Finally, immersed the electrodes in 0.5 M
sulfuric acid for 5 min., and again washed vigorously with
deionized water.

Silicon array chips, shown in Fig.1a, used in all
experiments were made by the Process Lab of Motorola
Research Center, USA.  The chip was constructed on an
oxidized silicon substrate with a well structure where 4
individual 100x100 µm2 gold working electrodes located in
the bottom of 4 wells. The counter electrode is a square
strip gold electrode on the top side symmetrically
surrounding the 4 well working electrodes (Figure 1b). The
surface area of the top electrode is larger than the bottom
array electrodes by 1 order of magnitude. In ac impedance
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Figure 1. Silicon array chip. 1a: Silicon chip  1b: Schematic of the electrochemical cell structure.

measurements, the bottom array and the large electrodes
served as working electrodes and the counter electrode,
respectively.  Since the counter electrode has much lower
impedance than the working array electrode due to its
larger surface area, its impedance contribution could be
neglected in analysis of measured impedance data.  Before
use, the array chip was cleaned with the same as the
procedure used for the glassy carbon electrodes, but
without polishing.

3.3. Experimental procedure
For immobilization of probe proteins into

polypyrrole film matrix, simple one-step electrochemical
polymerization in PBS (phosphate buffer solution)
containing 0.05 M pyrrole and a probe protein, an antibody
in most cases, with a concentration of 150 µg/ml was
conducted. Before electrochemical polymerization, the
glassy carbon electrodes were activated in a PBS by
scanning from 0 to 1.8 V at 100mV/s and then holding at
1.8 V for 60 seconds.  The cleaned electrodes were kept in
a PBS until deposition. A 0.2 mA/cm2 constant current was
applied on the electrode for 100 seconds to
electrochemically produce the Ab-entrapped polypyrrole
film.

The AC impedance baseline of the polypyrrole
immunosensor prepared was first measure in a PBS in the
absence of target antigens. The electrodes were then
immersed in a target antigen solution in a sealed vial for 1
hour incubation. The sealed vial was used to eliminate
electrolyte evaporation for reducing change of analyte
concentration, which was particularly important for
detections of analytes with low concentrations. After the
incubation, the resultant electrodes were thoroughly rinsed
at room temperature with copious PBS and then AC
impedance was measured again in a PBS. All AC
impedance measurements were recorded at open circuit
voltage (OCV) vs. Ag/AgCl in a PBS in frequency range
over 1Hz-1MHz except additional notice.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Impedance detection of Ab-Ag interactions
1 ml of 1.5 mg/ml Virostat anti-AZT was added

to 10 ml of 0.05 M pyrrole/PBS to prepare the

polymerization precursor solution, in which the
polymerization was applied to deposit anti-
AZT/polypyrrole films on glassy carbon electrodes. The
resultant electrodes were used in AC impedance
measurements in a PBS before and after incubation in a 100
ng/ml AZT/PBS solution. The measured complex
impedance (Z) versus frequency, known as Nyquist Plot,
from the prepared polypyrrole/AZT glassy carbon
electrodes is shown in Figure 2. Impedance measurements
with a frequency response analyzer such as Solartron 1260
used in our experiments could provide more information
for qualitative and quantitative analysis than methods with
conventional conductivity and capacitance measurements at
a fixed frequency. Ideally, Nyquist Plot has a well-defined
frequency-dependent semicircle curve at the high frequency
range following by a straight line. The complex impedance
is the sum of Z’, the real components mainly from
resistance, and Z”, the imaginary components from
capacitance, inductance and other distribution components.
Randle equivalent circuit (42) is frequently used to model
the complex impedance in an electrochemical cell, which is
composed of the ohmic resistance of the electrolyte
solution, Rs in connection in series with parallel elements
of double layer capacitance, Cdl, and Faraday impedance,
Zf.  The parallel elements Cdl and Zf versus frequencies
form a semicircle. Zf often comprises serially connected
electron-transfer resistance, Ret, and Warburg impedance,
Zw, a resistance from diffusion of ions from the bulk
electrolyte to the electrode surface. The impedance
measured at the anti-AZT/polypyrrole electrode after
incubation in AZT/PBS (curve 2 in Figure 2) shows
significant change than that before the Ab-Ag interaction
(curve 1 in Figure 2). The diameter of the semicircle
apparently increased after Ab-Ag interaction, indicating
Ret, the electrochemical reaction resistance increased.

It has been reported that the increase of Ret was
due to the hindrance of the hybridized DNA to the anionic
doping process of polypyrrole, which was used for labelless
detection-based DNA sensors (13).  The larger the diameter
of the semicircle, the higher the Rct. The hindrance to the
doping/undoping process was caused most possibly from
steric barriers, the hybridized target DNAs.  Similarly, the
bound protein molecules in the Ab/polypyrrole matrix
could create the same steric obstruction to the ion doping
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Figure 2. Impedance complexes at the anti-
AZT/polypyrrole film/glassy carbon electrode before and
after incubation for 1 hr in a PBS solution containing 100
ng/ml of AZT. Curve 1: before incubation; curve 2: after
incubation.

process. Thus, Ret increase after incubation shown in Fig.2
indicated that the doping/undoping process in the
Ab/polypyrrole film also was slowed down by the Ab-Ag
interaction. The change of the impedance could be used to
detect the Ab-Ag binding. However, the results reported in
literature (13) showed better defined semi-circles at
DNA/polypyrrole biosensors than that in Fig.2. This
indicated that the Ab-Ag binding in the conductive polymer
has stronger effect on the doping/undoping process.
However, it is difficult to analyze the impedance results
with Randle equivalent circuit for Ret and other related
electronic parameters, since a modeling on a distorted
semicircle could introduce great deviations from the true
value. To solve this problem,  Willner et al and Kanungo
introduced additional reporter, Fe(CN)6

-4/-3 in their
impedance measurements (12, 20, 39) to detect IgG
(12),liposomes/bioton labeled target antibody and DNA
(20, 39) for the enhanced amplification of Ab-Ag binding
sensing processes. The mechanism is clear since Fe(CN)6

-4/-

3 was used as reporters to probe the precipitation of labeled
large molecules on electrodes, which could retard the
electron transfer between the Fe(CN)6

-4/-3 redox pair  to
increase Ret after Ab-Ag binding, which are not labelless or
reporterless  Apparently, results obtained with labelless or
reporterless impedance detection should have new date
analysis method, which will be discussed later.

4.2. Data processing for S/N(signal to noise) ratio
improvement

AC impedances were measured using the anti-
AZT/polypyrrole electrodes before and after incubations in
PBS containing 0, 10, 100, 1000, 10,000, 100,000 and
1000,000 pg/ml of AZT, respectively. PBS without AZT
composition (0 pg/ml) was used for the negative control
experiment. In all experiments, three electrodes were used

in measurements for every concentration to determine
standard deviation. Typical Nyquist Plots of the impedance
measurements for 0, 10, 100, and 1000 pg/ml of AZT are
shown in Fig.3(a) and the impedance results obtained with
two electrodes in the solutions containing 0 and 100 ng/ml
AZT are illustrated in Fig.3(b). In Figure 3, the curves 1,3
and 2,4 represent the impedances before and after
incubation, respectively; while the curves 1,2 and 3,4
display the impedances in the solutions containing 100 and
0 ng/ml AZT, respectively. It is hard to differentiate the
varied low concentrations based on the impedances in
Fig.3(a).  Furthermore, the two electrodes in Fig.3(b) are
supposed to have the same impedance before Ab-Ag
interaction, but it shows great variation in impedances.
Deviations of apparent surface area of electrodes from each
other could result in impedance variation. However, the
resultant errors should be less than 4% in terms of the
measured deviation of the electrodes, which is much
smaller than the results in Fig.3 (b) where instability of the
Ab/polypyrrole film was also exhibited because impedance
change was observed before and after the incubation in 0
AZT solution. This may be attributed to the variation of the
deposited polypyrrole film features since electrochemical
deposition process is greatly influenced by the chemical
and physical properties of the electrode surface. It was
unlikely occurred for different electrodes to have identical
deposited polypyrrole films with the same surface
properties even the electrode treatment and deposition
condition was well-controlled in the experiments. It is not
practical to use simple subtraction of impedance changes
before and after the incubation for a relationship between
impedance responses and concentrations of antigen when a
number of electrodes are employed in the labelless
impedance detection for Ab-Ag interactions.  Actually, the
simple subtraction method leads a messy plot between
impedances and concentrations of AZT, which shows a
scattering pattern of figure.

In order to eliminate or reduce the variations
from different single electrodes in multi-concentration
analysis, a concept of normalized dimensionless impedance
unit change was introduced to analyze the measured
impedance data.  In this method, for example, the
resistances measured at an Ab impregnated electrode
before and after the target antigen incubation are assumed
as R1 and R2, respectively. The normalized resistance unit
change, ∆RN, is

2 1

1

R R
N RR −∆ =  (1)

The physical meaning of ∆RN is the
dimensionless unit resistance change. This normalization is
different from the normalized change of intensity used in
array biochips, which uses the responses at biomarked
spots to be divided by the responses at the negative spots,
and also is different from the normalized resistance change
(∆g/go) used in literature (12) where ∆g =g-go; go is the
conductance of the sensor without any interest analyte and
g is the conductance of the same sensor in presence of the
analyte. The normalized dimensionless unit resistance change
introduced here is based on results from a single electrode.
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Figure 3. Impedance results using anti-AZT/polypyrrole
electrodes before and after incubation in (a) AZT/PBS
solutions containing 0, 10, 100, and 1000 pg/ml antigen
AZT where curve 1,2,3,4 and 1’,2’,3’, 4’ represent different
sensors used to detect 0, 10, 100, and 1000 pg/ml AZT,
respectively before and after incubation. (b) in  AZT/PBS
solutions containing 0 and 100 ng/ml antigen AZT where
curve 1, 2 and 3, 4 measured before and after the
incubation in 100 and 0 (negative control) ng/ml,
respectively, and 1, 3 and 2, 4 measured before and after
the 1 hour incubation, respectively.

In most cases, a single immunosensor cannot be used for
multi-concentration analysis. When multi electrodes are

used for multiconcentration analysis, the dimensionless unit
impedance change could mainly quantify the change
resulting from the Ab-Ag interactions in the polymer
matrix, rather than the change of the bulk electric properties
of polypyrrole films for eliminating or reducing the
variation of bulk resistances caused by different
Ab/polypyrrole films.  Furthermore, since there were no
well-defined semicircles in the measured impedance for
Randle model, it was essential to analyze Ret with other
approaches. During data analysis, it was found out that a
frequency or a band of frequencies for measured impedance
had the best linear relationship between the resistance and
the concentration of Ag.  The frequency or frequency band
was different for different Ab-Ag bindings, which was
from few Hz to hundreds Hz. The most significant part of
the impedance at the frequency is equal to Ret since Ret is
proportional to the concentrations of Ag.  A software was
designed to directly analyze impedance data for Ret at
different frequencies, and then to find out the frequency or
frequency band to obtain the best linear relationship
between ∆RN and concentration of Ag. Using this
dimensionless analysis method, the impedance results
measured described above (a part of typical curves shown
in Figure 3) were processed and was found out that the
frequency band for the Ret was around 50 – 60 Hz.  Figure
4 is the processed results to show a plot of ∆RN vs.
different AZT concentrations for the measured impedance
results at different electrodes, in which the ∆RN linearly
increases with AZT concentration increase over 4 orders of
magnitude, and then reaches the saturation plateau. The
results exhibit satisfactory standard deviation, an excellent
detection limit of 10 pg/ml, and a typical Ab-Ag binding
characteristic behavior. The detection limit is at the similar
level to those of the best immunoassay methods that have
been reported (43). Different concentrations of BAP,
gp120, lepton, SA and biotin were detected with this
labelless impedance method, and linear dose responses to
all these antigens with detection limit of 10 pg/ml were
achieved.

AZT is a low molecular weight analyte, being too
small to have multiple epitopes, and its analysis is not
amenable to sandwich type assays wherein the analyte has
to be bound both on the first antibody (identifier for
analyte) and on the second labeled antibody to allow
detection. The highly sensitive labelless detection
technique for small molecule like AZT is particularly
significant because its significant applications in the
interaction between antibody and a small molecule such as
drug organic molecules, toxins, etc.

4.3. Specificity of impedance labelless detection of
proteins
Anti-AZT, anti-SA, anti-lepton, anti-BAP and anti-gp120
were used to prepare different Ab/polypyrrole film
electrodes for immunosensors using the method described
in 3.3. Each of these Ab/polypyrrole immunosensors was
placed in different PBS solutions containing 25 ng/ml of
different antigens to validate the specificity of the labelless
impedance immunosensors. The experimental results in
Figure 5 show the crossover reaction rates of each
Ab/polypyrrole immunosensor against different antigens.
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Figure 4. Relationship of Normalized Dimensionless
Resistance Change, ∆RN vs. AZT concentration.

Figure 5. Specificity of different Ab-polypyrrole protein
sensors. Concentration of all tested target antigens was 25
ng/ml in PBS.

Figure 6. Nonspecific binding effect on Single to noise
ratio for both anti-gp120/polypyrrole film and plain
polypyrrole film electrodes.

 Anti-AZT, anti-SA, anti-lepton, and anti-gp120 based on
polypyrrole immunosensors demonstrate good specificity
against other antigens.  However, the anti-BAP/polypyrrole
sensor had 60% crossover rate with lepton in comparison
with its paired BAP Ab-Ag binding.  We used ELISA
method to determine the crossover reaction rate between
anti-BAP and lepton. It was found out ~61% crossover
reaction rate of anti-BAP against lepton. The crossover
reaction rate measured from the labelless electrochemical
immunosensor was very well in agreement with the

measured results by ELISA.  ELISA has been the mainstay
of testing in all fields of pure and applied biology, and in
particular, now constitutes a backbone diagnostic technique
(44). Thus, the crossover reaction rate of anti-BAP with
lepton occurred at the BAP/polypyrrole immunosensor was
not due to failure of the impedance labelless detection
technique.

4.4.  Nonspecific binding effect in serum sample
The silicon array chip contains four gold

microelectrodes located in the bottom of the four wells in
the chip.  The polypyrrole film without anti-body was
deposited on the two gold electrodes as negative controls.
The other two gold microelectrodes were employed for
anti-gp120/polypyrrole film deposition.  The prepared
bioarray chip was immersed in FBS containing 25 ng/ml
gp120 for Ab-Ag interaction following by immediate ac
impedance measurements for the four array electrodes as
the baselines. After incubation for 1 hour in a PBS,  ac
impedance measurements were conducted again at the
bioarray chip directly in the serum. Then, the bioarray chip
was taken out and washed thoroughly with PBS.
Impedance measurements were carried out in a PBS
without any antigen.   Plots of ∆RN (average value for two
electrode data) vs. frequency obtained from experimental
results are shown in Figure 6, where the curves have
indication of their measurement conditions. Reasonable
difference between the positive response and negative
control is observed for the direct impedance measured in
the serum. However, after washing  ∆RNs  from both the
negative control and the anti-gp120/polypyrrole electrodes
were reduced.  The reduction of  ∆RNs with PBS washing
indicated there was nonspecific bindings occurred during
incubation in serum.  However, the signal reduction of the
negative controls with PBS washing was much more
significantly than that of the positive responses, indicating
that the nonspecific binding on the polypyrrole electrodes
was much stronger than that of anti-gp120/polypyrrole
electrodes.   This suggests that wash is a necessary step to
significantly improve the measurement S/N ratio to
enhance high sensitivity and specificity.

5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

A simple and sensitive impedance labelless
detection based on electrochemical immunosensor and its
data processing method was investigated.  One-step
polymerization was used to impregnate antibody into the
polypyrrole film on glassy carbon electrodes for producing
electrochemical immunosensors. The experimental results
showed that the labelless impedance detection method
could be used to detect different antibody-antigen
interactions.  Normalized dimensionless unit for impedance
change was introduced to successfully analyze the
measured impedance data.  The derived method using
resistance change is exploited to eliminate or reduce the
variation of the electronic properties of Ab/polypyrrole
films, leading S/N ratio significant improvement for high
sensitivity and specificity. The concept of normalized
dimensionless unit change could be used in existing
bioarray chips and other sensors for improvement of S/N
ratio. 10 pg/ml detection limit and superior specificity were
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demonstrated by the methods. The reported immunosensor,
which allows the quantitative analysis for unlabeled
analytes, could be an invaluable tool for clinical diagnostics
and could have potential applications in drug discovery,
environmental and food analysis due to its simplicity, high
sensitivity and low cost. With many therapeutic drugs like
AZT there is a fine line between efficacy and toxicity, and
rates of drug metabolism differ among people and states of
disease for an individual patient.  Based on this labelless
impedance detection technology, a biochip could be
developed with different antibody-attached probes to detect
different antigens for high throughput analysis.  In addition,
PBS wash demonstrated the improvement of S/N ratio by
reducing nonspecific protein bindings on the electrodes.
The developed immunosensor needs to be further tested in
patient samples and block agents could be next research
area for further reducing the nonspecific bindings. The
sensitivity improvement could be possibly further
accomplished by overcoming the steric and kinetic barriers
of entrapped probe biomolecules from the surrounding
polypyrrole molecules. High efficient covalent method
could be the solution, which has been currently studying in
the author’s lab.
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